Finding Your Ideal Rest Spot: Quiet Places to Relax on Campus

Lawn & Fountain outside of School of Cinematic Arts

Sit by the fountain for lots of shade or lay out in the grass to get some sun. Usually pretty quiet area. Close to Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf.
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An Inside Look: On-Campus Quiet Places

Courtyard outside Marks Hall & Pardee Tower

Shade, benches, and the sound of the water fountain. Good place to read or just take a break. Close to coffee shops: Literatea, Trojan Grounds, Ground Zero.

Sitting area across from the bookstore

Good place to have lunch or a snack. Some foot traffic at certain times of the day, but a nice place to relax.

Fountain outside of Bing Theatre

Can get crowded, but a great place to listen to the water, sit down, and be surrounded by trees.

Fountain outside the Law School


Lawn outside of Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism

Grassy, shaded area. Lots of trees and foliage, close to Tutor Campus Center, but far enough to get away from the crowd.

Picnic Tables near the Law School

Next to Marshall and the Law School, these picnic tables are a good study area for reading and group meetings. Mostly quiet but can get loud with foot traffic. Close to Chic-Fil-A, Coffee Bean, Cold Stone, and Chipotle.